A mission to help patients feel better and live longer
Next-Generation Sequencing Testing

Find your optimal treatment plan through identifying your specific cancer mutations through NGS testing. Every patient should get NGS testing done to understand what is causing their cancer.

This is a simple procedure that requires blood work or a tissue sample. A specialized lab analyzes these samples to fully sequence a large variety of mutations in your body. NGS testing is often encouraged in advanced cancer patients, and it represents a crucial step in delivering personalized medicines to patients.

Discuss NGS testing with your healthcare provider to ensure that this is the right step for you.

Endeavor is partnered with xCures, a company that enables patients to find suitable treatment options. Endeavor is currently looking at PTCH1-LOF mutation. Regardless of your eligibility for the Endeavor Trial, xCures will send you a list of other treatment options that could work for your cancer mutation. This means that even if you do not qualify for the Endeavor trial, you will receive a list of other treatment options that could work against your cancer mutation.

Scan the QR code for more information.